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Christian Dior Bag is now online and available at christian-dior-bag.com

Best source and website for christian dior bag is up and running at christian-dior-bag.com

July 29, 2008 - PRLog -- Christian Dior was an influential French fashion designer, probably best known
as the founder of one of the world's top fashion houses Dior. He was born in Granville, Normandy, a
seaside town off the coast of France. Dior flagship boutiques are found in Paris, Milan, Dubai, Rome,
London, New York, Beverly Hills, Tokyo, Osaka, Hong Kong, Boston, Honolulu, San Francisco, São
Paulo, Seoul, Madrid, Miami, Barcelona, New Delhi, and Shanghai.

The actual name of the line was Corolle (roughly petal in French), but the phrase New Look was coined for
it by Carmel Snow, the editor-in-chief of Harper's Bazaar. Dior's designs were more voluptuous than the
boxy, fabric-conserving shapes of the recent World War II styles, influenced by the rations on fabric. He
was a master at creating shapes and silhouettes; Dior is quoted as saying "I have designed flower women."
His look employed fabrics lined predominantly with percale, boned, bustier-style bodices, hip padding,
wasp-waisted corsets and petticoats that made his dresses flare out from the waist, giving his models a very
curvaceous form. The hem of the skirt was very flattering on the calves and ankles, creating a beautiful
silhouette. Initially, women protested because his designs covered up their legs, which they had been
unused to because of the previous limitations on fabric. There was also some backlash to Dior's designs
form due to the amount of fabrics used in a single dress or suit--during one photo shoot in a Paris market,
the models were attacked by female vendors over the profligacy of their dresses--but opposition ceased as
the wartime shortages ended. The New Look revolutionized women's dress and reestablished Paris as the
center of the fashion world after World War II.

In 2003, Christian Dior Company donated to the Aaliyah Memorial Fund. In 2006, singer Morrissey
released a song titled "Christian Dior" as a b-side to the single "In the Future When All's Well." The song
uses Dior's life as a comparison to the songwriter's life, where he seems to believe both have been wasted
perfecting a single thing (Dior with fashion, Morrissey with music) and ignored all the good things life had
to offer.

Christian Dior Bag has a new website at www.christian-dior-bag.com, this site features news, video, photo,
blog and chat.

# # #

The company has been established to cater to christian dior bag fans, And now that its up and running,
everyone will surely love the company.

--- End ---
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